Applications and Benefits of Required Navigation Performance (RNP) for
Large Airports with Surrounding Satellite Operations
This report, prepared by the Performance-Based Operations Aviation Rulemaking Committee
(PARC), informs the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on the applications and benefits of
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) in and around large metroplex airports with
surrounding satellite operations. This information is intended to highlight examples of RNP
applications across arrival operations, departure operations, and satellite operations, while
providing guidance on some of the actions needed to advance these concepts towards
implementation.

Introduction
Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required Navigation Performance (RNP) are key components for
improving the efficiency and capacity of the National Airspace System (NAS). RNAV
operations improve airport access and permit more flexible, point-to-point operations. RNP
introduces on-board monitoring and alerting requirements for aircraft navigation performance,
providing alerts to the pilot if requirements cannot be met. RNP, when added to RNAV,
improves conformance on a given route, at a specified level of precision, for decreasing the
spacing between routes without intervention by air traffic control (ATC), for increasing the
number of available routes, and for allowing more efficient traffic flows.
On typical days, Atlanta Center is able to flow more airplanes into the Terminal Radar Approach
Control (TRACON)/A80 airspace than the TRACON can accept. This discrepancy can become
more problematic during Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC), where arrival rates into
Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport (ATL) typically drop from approximately 118
aircraft per hour during Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC), down to approximately 102
aircraft per hour during IMC.1 This reduction in capacity can result in longer flight paths due to
increased vectoring and holding, contributing to delays and higher fuel usage that increase costs
to operators. Regardless of issues related to weather, current criteria force long and inefficient
downwind legs, up to 20 – 25 NM in IMC and 15 NM in VMC with little consistency among
flight tracks. This concept holds true in a dual or triple runway configurations. These long
lengths increase fuel burn, increase flight times, and reduce the efficiency of arrival operations.
Large, busy airports, such as Atlanta, stand to benefit from applications of RNAV and RNP in
the form of improved airport access, capacity, and efficiency of flight operations. This paper
utilizes the ATL model to present a set of potential solutions and benefits that may be achievable
at many locations, through applications of RNP. In terms of access and capacity, RNP can be
used to increase both arrival and departure rates in VMC and IMC. For arrivals, several concepts
are introduced, including the use of additional arrival tracks, connecting Standard Terminal
Arrivals (STARs) to standard instrument approach procedures (SIAP) through radius-to-fix (RF)
turns, the potential for relaxing separation requirements via RNP containment as a result of
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flights being “established” earlier on approach procedures, and the reduction of both track miles
flown and the length of downwind legs through more predictable routings. Mileage reductions
and similar efficiencies can also be gained for departures. Ideas are presented to improve
efficiency such as additional departure tracks through reductions in departure divergence,
additional TRACON–to-en route transitions to lessen the impact of in-trail spacing requirements,
and de-conflicting satellite operations to increase throughput.

Uses of RNP for Arrival Operations
Additional Arrival Tracks
One of the envisioned benefits of RNP is the possibility of enabling additional arrival tracks,
which involves establishing multiple parallel arrival tracks and moving merge points farther
downstream to the final approach area. RNP makes this possible by providing better
predictability of where aircraft are going to be. This may allow for the creation of simultaneous2
parallel RNP-RNP tracks with reduced track-to-track spacing for places other than final
approach. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of additional arrival tracks and helps show one of its
main benefits. The top half of Figure 1 shows a single arrival track operation, where aircraft are
constrained by the characteristics and position of the aircraft in front. The bottom half of the
figure illustrates that by having more than one track, aircraft are not restricted by other aircraft
directly in front of them, which helps lessen the impact on in-trail spacing requirements and
increases the opportunities to ensure optimal use of the runways. The RNP tracks provide
additional airspace for non-participants and can be used to accommodate unexpected events, as
necessary. Each arrival track can employ different speed assignments, so that faster moving
aircraft assigned to one track can be safely segregated from, and routed past, slower moving
aircraft on another track. By employing a multi-lane freeway concept, the entire arrival stream
would not be adversely impacted by slower-moving aircraft, as would be the case in a single-lane
arrival stream.
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Simultaneous in this case refers to independent operations on parallel RNP tracks, without the need to stagger
aircraft on adjacent tracks, as would be the case in a dependent operation.
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Figure 1: Using RNP for Additional Arrival Tracks

Aircraft on parallel arrival tracks will need to merge at some point into a single, in-trail flow for
landing onto a particular runway, or alternatively, will need to be routed to separate runways.
Merge points located farther downstream, near the final approach area, improve the benefits
associated with having multiple arrival tracks by reducing the amount of time aircraft will need
to remain in a single-file flow. Efficiently managing the sequence and merging of aircraft at the
merge point will be critical to achieving the benefits provided by multiple arrival tracks.
Merging and spacing tools can assist controllers with performing this task. A more efficient
merge point closer to final approach also serves to reduce long downwind legs, and could better
enable aircraft to fly optimized profile descents at faster speeds. Figure 2 depicts the concept of
multiple RNP arrival tracks feeding multiple runways, with merge points located near final
approach.
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Figure 2: Merging RNP Tracks Feeding Multiple Runways

Additional arrival tracks could potentially facilitate the implementation of more efficient vertical
profiles. Arrival aircraft with Flight Management Systems (FMS) and Vertical Navigation
(VNAV) capabilities can fly very efficient descent profiles that are tailored to each individual
aircraft’s parameters (e.g., cost indices, weight) along the lateral path defined by the procedure.
Flights participating in optimized profile descents (OPDs) can be segregated to one of the
available RNP tracks, if needed, while non-OPD participants are allocated to a separate track.
This separation could reduce the occurrence of removing aircraft from an optimized descent to
avoid conflicts with non-participants, or moving non-participants out of the way, negating the
cumulative benefits gained from the use of OPDs. Similarly, if the majority of aircraft are
assumed to be OPD-participants, aircraft with similar performance characteristics can be grouped
together on a particular track, providing a more predictable and easier operation for air traffic
control to manage. While RNP is not a necessity for conducting OPD’s, parallel RNP arrival
tracks could improve the likelihood of flights remaining on the procedure down to the runway
during periods of higher traffic volumes.

Connecting STARs to SIAPs with New RNP Transitions
RNP is envisioned to be used to provide flexibility for spacing and for tighter finals through the
use of RNP runway transitions onto final approach. Figure 3 illustrates how this concept could
be employed on the ERLIN STAR into ATL. Additional waypoints serve as starting points for
potential path options that extend or join a STAR to various glide path intercepts for an
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instrument approach, supporting multiple options for the turn to base. The RNP transitions
utilize RF turns to provide a more predictable flight path during the turn segment. RF legs may
also permit the placement of more turn-on paths, in closer proximity to one another. These RNP
transitions can be incorporated onto the end of a STAR procedure (essentially producing separate
STARs) or as part of an instrument approach procedure. In the case of appending them to a
STAR, each transition, in conjunction with the associated arrival procedure, is treated as an
individual STAR that can be loaded into an aircraft’s FMS. The multiple STAR options
contribute to building a network of RNAV and RNP procedures, which connect en route routes,
terminal arrival procedures, and approach procedures to provide a flexible network of routing
alternatives.

Figure 3: Using RNP Transitions to Connect Arrival Procedures to Approach Procedures

To provide additional flexibility, these RNP transitions could also allow multiple runway options
off of a common RNAV/RNP STAR, with RF legs going to different glide path intercept fixes
on a straight-in ILS segment. In the example shown in Figure 4, RNP transitions would connect
the FLCON arrival to the final approach for the ILS on either runway 26R or runway 27L. Other
variations of connecting a STAR to approaches could allow for RNP-capable aircraft to be
routed to a designated RNP runway, such as ATL runway 26R in Figure 4, while non-RNPcapable aircraft are routed to an ILS fix on an alternate runway, such as runway 27L. This
configuration would accommodate RNP participants in conjunction with non-RNP participants,
and could also provide RNP aircraft with an alternative transition should they be unable to
perform the RNP approach procedure at a particular time. Several challenges would need to be
addressed before this application could be implemented. Appropriate phraseology would need to
be determined in order to clear flights on one arrival procedure to different RNP transitions.
Additional analysis is needed to assess impacts and modifications to air traffic control
procedures, aircrew training and certification, aircraft equipage, and procedure criteria
development.
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Figure 4: Using RNP to Connect Single STARs to Multiple Runway Approaches with Multiple Approach Fix Options

RNP in Lieu of ILS for Simultaneous Approaches
RNP with vertical navigation (VNAV) guidance has applications as an alternative to ILS,
ensuring airport access and capacity are maintained in the event an ILS on a particular runway
fails or is down due to maintenance. RNP in lieu of ILS can be particularly useful for
maintaining arrival throughput at airports that utilize simultaneous independent approaches. If
the Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) (which enables triple simultaneous instrument approaches
via ILS to be used) is out of service, simultaneous approach operations could continue with the
use of RNP approaches with VNAV. Simultaneous approach operations using special RNAV
GPS approaches on the outboard runways are approved for use at Houston (IAH) through a
waiver. A new waiver, under development, would expand the application to allow for special
RNP approaches. Safety risk assessment studies have been conducted on the application of
special RNAV GPS approaches at IAH, and are expected to continue for the special RNP
approaches, pending an approval of the new waiver. Results of these studies can provide
guidance for establishing appropriate separation standards for simultaneous RNP approaches to
parallel runways (dual and triple), and its applicability to other airports. The eventual goal
would involve conducting these operations without the need for a waiver, using public
procedures that have been specially designed for safety and efficiency. In addition to designing
the necessary procedures, use of this application at other airports, such as ATL, would require
changes to FAA Order JO 7110.65, Air Traffic Control, to allow the use of simultaneous RNP
approaches.
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Improved “Metering”
Current terminal environments often involve air traffic controllers issuing tactical clearances
(e.g., speed changes, vectors, changes in altitude) to aircraft to deliver them efficiently and safely
from entry into the terminal area to the available runways. Automation tools, such as Traffic
Management Advisor (TMA), help en route controllers sustain an airport’s arrival capacity by
delivering the right number of aircraft to the terminal area, based on an assumption that the
aircraft being delivered will follow a “nominal” route. Nominal routes represent an
approximation of how an aircraft might fly under favorable circumstances. However, the actual
time it takes for an aircraft to fly from the terminal boundary to the runway can vary significantly
from the nominal route’s estimated flight time as aircraft compete for the same resources (e.g.,
routes, runways) and controllers issue tactical instructions to maintain safety and efficiency.
The higher accuracy of precision RNP approaches could improve metering by providing more
efficient and consistent flight paths. Track variability associated with conventional procedures
may be reduced, resulting in a reduction in the broad range of disparate flight times to meter
fixes. The potential improvements in predictability provided by RNP routes and approaches may
also reduce the occurrence of cases where flights are sped up to make meter point crossing times,
only to be slowed when they approach slower-moving aircraft in front of them.

Increase IMC Arrival Rates While Reducing Mileage Flown
RNP is envisioned to be used to increase the arrival rate at ATL during IMC. The conventional
use of three arrival runways during IMC typically results in 20 – 25 NM finals with inconsistent
arrival tracks, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: (a) ATL IMC Radar Tracks – Long Downwind Legs – (b) RNP approaches for shorter downwind lengths

The long downwind legs are the result of spacing requirements outlined in the air traffic control
procedures of FAA Order JO 7110.65, Air Traffic Control, which specify that a minimum of
1,000 feet vertical or a minimum of 3 miles radar separation between aircraft is required during
turn‐on to parallel final approach. By incorporating RNP, the need for long downwind legs
might be reduced by accounting for RNP (containment) during the turn on to final. The higher
precision of RNP might provide the means to allow aircraft to be considered “established” on the
Lateral Navigation (LNAV) track earlier, allowing aircraft to turn on to final at the same altitude
and negating the need to extend the downwind to achieve the specified separation. This could
enable the downwind legs to shrink to an arbitrarily small size, dependant on the altitude of
aircraft flying the procedure. Consideration should be given for not making the downwind leg
too short, otherwise aircraft may not be able to make it down. For the operation depicted in
Figure 5a, aircraft typically enter the downwind at approximately 12,000 feet. A shortened
downwind, like the one shown in Figure 5b, would require aircraft to join the RNP approach at
approximately 6,000 – 7,000 ft to ensure that they would be able to descend in time.
The concept for incorporating RNP into a triple simultaneous independent approach operation
would establish RNP approaches on the outboard runways and ILS approaches for the
inboard/center runway, as illustrated in Figure 6. This configuration also accommodates nonRNP participants, providing them with a place to go. In order for the benefits of this concept to
be realized, changes would be required to Order JO 7110.65, Air Traffic Control, to allow for
aircraft on RNP approaches to be considered established on the lateral approach track, prior to
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the turn on to final. Coupling RNP with procedural separation requires further analysis, to
include determining ways to leverage advanced navigation and surveillance capabilities, such as
local radar and PRM radar (which may already be in place at some locations), to reduce
separation requirements when used in conjunction with RNP.

Figure 6: Concept for RNP in a Triple Simultaneous Independent Approach Operation at ATL

Uses of RNP for Departure Operations
Additional Departure Tracks
RNP may be applied to departure operations at ATL to improve efficiency and throughput. The
higher predictability of RNP operations enables the placement of additional departure tracks
inside the bounds of existing ground tracks, since RNP tracks could possibly be spaced closer to
one another. RNP, in conjunction with diverging departure tracks, could be applied to departure
operations to potentially increase the airport departure rate. In today’s operations, ATL utilizes
three runways for departures when departure demand is high. This configuration provides three
departure flows off of the runway ends, as shown in Figure 7a. If RNP criteria were applied to
this departure operation, a reduction in degrees divergence between departure flows may be
possible. This reduction may allow for the placement of additional independent departure flows
off of the runways, with 5 – 10 degrees divergence between the departure tracks, as shown in
Figure 7b. In particular, the typical departure runway on the north side, 8R/26L, which is
accessible without any runway crossings, would have two diverging departure tracks according
to this concept, instead of just a single track, permitting less time between successive departures
when aircraft courses diverge immediately after takeoff, increasing the departure rate of the
airport. Further analysis would be needed to determine, and enable, the appropriate reductions in
divergence, which, at a minimum, would maintain the current high-level of safety in departure
operations.
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Figure 7: Using RNP for Additional Departure Tracks – (a) Current departure tracks at ATL (three) – (b) Five departure
tracks possible with RNP

Additional Transitions between TRACON and Center
Applications of RNP are envisioned to also be employed in the TRACON to provide additional
transition points between the TRACON and Center. Currently, handoffs from A80 TRACON to
ZTL Center are limited by in-trail restrictions over the transition fixes. ATL departures that are
headed towards the same transition fix are required to remain 3 miles in-trail, increasing to seven
miles by the time they enter ZTL airspace. RNP may allow for the placement of additional
departure tracks within the same volume of airspace, laterally separated by 3 – 4 miles, allowing
additional transition fixes to be established between the TRACON and the Center.
Currently, for ATL departures to the east, there are four transition fixes between A80 and ZTL.
Six transition fixes, as illustrated in Figure 8, have desirable benefits such as redundancy, and
may be conceivable with RNP operations, to improve throughput. Placing satellite traffic and
Charlotte (CLT) arrivals on RNP routes (or minimally on RNAV routes), is expected to further
deconflict operations and improve efficiency, while minimizing spacing needs. These additional,
parallel routing options could potentially lessen the impact of in-trail spacing requirements and
increase the TRACON-to-Center aircraft acceptance rate.
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Figure 8: Additional Transitions from TRACON to Center – (a) Current configuration - four transition fixes to the
east: DAWGS, UGAAA, DOOLY, MUNSN – (b) Two new transition fixes, enabled by RNP routes, placed in between
existing departure routes

The additional routing options would also better accommodate weather events by providing
alternate means of egress when weather impacts other routes. The example depicted in Figure 9
illustrates a situation where weather closes the southern departure gate to the east. RNP routes,
as depicted, would allow for three separate departure flows to the east that avoid the weather,
while still utilizing three runways for departures to minimize the impact on throughput.
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Figure 9: Accommodating Weather with RNP

The expected increase in departure tracks and transition fixes would provide more flexibility and
support for mixed performance aircraft. Faster aircraft are expected to be better segregated from
slower aircraft, so that all aircraft are not constrained to flying the same speed. Other benefits
that RNP might provide to departure operations include reducing track mileage flown due to
more direct and precise routings and more efficient vertical profiles due to fewer level offs,
which are often necessary in congested airspace. RNP may be able to provide these benefits
through more efficient use of existing airspace.
In order to assess locations for suitability and the placement of additional tracks, the appropriate
spacing standards between RNAV/RNP tracks and RNP/RNP tracks need to be determined and
published. These standards would encompass the separation between adjacent SIDs, between
adjacent STARs, and between an adjacent STAR and SID. Standards for the en route and
terminal environments should be compatible, such as 3-mile separation for RNP routes in both
en route and terminal airspace, while not requiring that separation be constantly increasing when
flights are on RNP tracks.

Uses of RNP to Deconflict Satellite Airport Operations
RNP to Segregate Satellite Traffic from ATL
Satellite traffic in the Atlanta TRACON airspace presents a number of challenges due to the
proximity to ATL, as well as a wide variety of aircraft types. The RNP proposals for ATL
arrivals and departures provide benefits to satellite airport traffic indirectly by freeing up
airspace for arrivals and departures to the satellite airports; however, RNP procedures to and
from these satellite airports may provide more direct benefits. Currently, aircraft are vectored
from satellite airports to emulate ATL Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs). To streamline
operations, departing aircraft from satellite airports could be joined to existing ATL SIDs at new
waypoints. An example is given below in Figure 10, showing Peachtree-Dekalb (PDK)
departures joining the ATL RMBLN SID.
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Figure 10: Joining Satellite Departures to Existing SIDs

Next steps could involve using RNP to generate dedicated SIDs for satellite airports that run
parallel to the ATL procedures, segregating satellite traffic entirely from ATL traffic. Figure 11
shows PDK with a dedicated RNP SID parallel to the RMBLN, as envisioned in this concept.

Figure 11: Separating Satellite Traffic Using Parallel RNP SIDs

Transitions to Connect STARS to Existing RNP Approaches
Some RNP approach procedures have already been implemented at satellite airports to help
deconflict satellite traffic from primary airport flows. PDK’s RNAV(RNP) Z RWY approach
(already published) is an example of RNP approach benefits, as obstructions south of the airport
have prevented implementation of other kinds of approaches. In order to improve the efficiency
of existing RNP approaches, feeding STARs should intercept the initial approach fixes (IAFs) of
those approaches, or transitions should be published to connect the last waypoint of the STAR to
an appropriate IAF for the RNP approach. Using PDK as an example, a transition is published in
the RNAV (RNP) RWY 2R approach procedure to connect the TRBOW STAR at TUCKR to the
waypoint FALTA, which serves as an IAF for the approach procedure. Similarly, a transition is
published in the RNP approach procedure to connect the end of the AWSON STAR at DLUTH
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to the IAF at POCIV. Figure 12 shows the STARs connected with the existing RNP approach
procedure. Where existing RNP approaches do connect to existing STARs, further studies
should be conducted to identify the potential benefits that this combination can provide, and its
applicability to other reliever airports.

Figure 12: Connecting STARs to RNP Approach Fixes

It should be noted that the PDK STARs do not intercept the IAFs available for RNAV (GPS)
approaches. Since RNAV (GPS) approaches are the basis for AC 90-RNP approach operations,
similar consideration should be given to connecting the STARs to RNAV (GPS) approaches.

Conclusions and Next Steps
In order to realize benefits of RNP at large airports such as ATL, additional actions are needed.
This section outlines several study areas needed to better understand the applications and begins
to enumerate the actions needed:
•

Analysis is needed to determine the role of RNP (alone, and in combination with other
NextGen technologies) as a separation tool, for instance to allow adjacent RNP tracks to
be considered procedurally separated. (If aircraft on adjacent RNP tracks are considered
procedurally separated, controllers may need to only monitor an aircraft’s conformance to
the track, reducing controller workload.)

•

The appropriate spacing between RNAV/RNP tracks and RNP/RNP tracks needs to be
analyzed.
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•

Analysis of separation standards should also revisit the assumptions regarding blunder
mitigation on approaches, taking into account the use of RNP to potentially allow more
efficient turns to final during simultaneous operations.

•

Reductions in vertical separation requirements for the turn to final should also be
considered for aircraft on RNP approaches. These reductions could allow for shorter
downwind lengths by considering aircraft established on the approach track at an earlier
point. Analysis is needed to determine the appropriate amount of reduction that would
provide the desired benefits while maintaining safety.

•

RF turns should be further studied to determine the appropriate applications that allow
the downwind to be moved closer to the runway, while also providing a shorter
downwind length. A schedule for introducing RF segments should be considered, so that
operators know when they should equip.

•

Reductions in degrees divergence (less than 15 degrees) should be considered for
diverging RNP departure tracks. These reductions could allow for an increase in the
number of departure tracks off of eligible runways, providing an increase in departure
throughput. The benefits associated with this application and suitable airports for its use
need to be determined.

•

The need for controller automation tools, which leverage the higher predictability of
RNP, should be analyzed to improve the efficiency of operations. The needs for
improved metering should be studied and better metering tools, with the ability to meet
meter point times to the accuracy of seconds, not minutes, should be implemented.
Merging and spacing tools, to include preferred airborne tools using real-time data
when/where available, and ground-based tools should be studied.
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